THE NEXT
GENERATION
OF WORK
POST PANDEMIC WATERS

“ IN POST-PANDEMIC WATERS WE ARE
NAVIGATING ENTIRELY NEW WAYS OF
WORKING. THE RESULTS WE WILL NOT SEE
FOR YEARS TO COME, BUT WITH THESE NEW
EXPECTATIONS AND BEHAVIOURS, THERE IS
ALWAYS OPPORTUNITIES TO DRIVE
CHALLENGING AND ENGAGING COMMS”
Paul McEntee, CEO, Here be Dragons

Here Be Dragons is a Creative Communications
Agency navigating bravely into the unknown.
Tailwinds is a service exploring these opportunities in
culture and our expert interviews with industry
thought leaders and in depth research discovery key
case studies and insights which help us navigate
through the noise for clients and campaigns.
Find out more about Here Be Dragons here
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FLARES
ON THE
HORIZON
What are the next generation facing?

The Next Generation of Work

In the wake of the global pandemic, the next
generation of work has become more
nuanced, creative and innovative than ever.
In this report, we’ll explore four macro
themes, focused around the employment
and education shifts we’re currently
experiencing both culturally and
specifically for the next generation,
Gen Z and Gen Alpha.

→

→

→

Throughout, using mini case studies and
real world examples we’ll demonstrate how
the Next Generation of work are forging
their own paths to future financial and
influential success, across every part of
culture.
Let’s take a look at what we’re seeing →

Flares on the Horizon

REMOTE 2.0

→

→
→

→

“The social contract for employment is
not about showing up physically, but
showing up mentally and engaging fully
from wherever you are”

We’re about to enter Remote 2.0.
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Anthony Wing Kosner, Editorial Strategist
s.
at Dropbox and former tech writer for Forbe

85%
90%
$4.5

of businesses have experienc
ed
a boost in productivity as a
result of flexible working hour
s.
of employees say flexible wor
k
arrangements and schedules
can increase employee moral
e.
trillion is the impact work
flexibility could have by 2030

ZydeSoft Solutions Report, 20
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Remote work
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Flares on the Horizons > Remote 2.0
We’ve seen the legitimacy of ‘remote
work’ explode since the pandemic, and
while it’s come with its own challenges
it’s here to stay. A flash survey by
Dropbox found that 75% of companies
have already implemented, or plan to
implement, expanded or universal
work from home policies.

THE OPEN
OFFICE IS
DEAD...
Studio Clive Wilkinson Architects has devised the
New Workplace Kit of Parts 12 which includes a
‘Remote Pod’ to connect with remote employees, a
wellness room and an indoor natural oasis, designed
to support and enhance new ways of working.

This new hyper hybrid way of working
will also drastically change our physical
spaces. 79% of people would like to
work from a “third space” - a location
other than their home or workplace
The future is multifunctional spaces
with specially created roles.
In Remote 2.0, we’ll see accountability
and productivity become paramount.
Those who succeed will be the
companies that can overcome the
barriers of virtual connections, support
their employees mental and physical
health and mobilise roles through
virtual diversity and inclusivity not just
rewarding those physically there.

The Next Generation of Work

Remote working is getting social. As a direct
response to employee’s basic need for
human connection, start-ups are cropping
up that aim to replicate this feeling.
Does the future consist
of a gamified workforce?

FLEXIBLE =
INCLUSIVITY
A recent piece of research published by Eat
Sleep Work Repeat (Bruce Daisley) found
that companies with greater diversity had
more flexible working policies post-Covid,
and ultimately flexibility and inclusion go
hand in hand.
Companies embracing remote 2.0 will
champion flexibility as a conscious choice,
allowing for social mobility and greater
diversity in location.
How is your remote policy inclusive?

MIND THE
REMOTE GAP
“WE COULD SEE A HEIGHTENED
GAP BETWEEN THOSE WHO
CAN WORK FROM HOME AND
CREATE A NEW WORK
NARRATIVE FOR THEMSELVES
AND THOSE WHO CANNOT”
Vanessa Belleau

Let’s look at what we’re seeing →

ALL WORK,
NO ALL PLAY

In the US approximately 40% of US workers can work
‘remotely’, of the 60% left behind, about one-in-four
workers are in the transportation, food service, cleaning
and maintenance, retail and personal care industries.

BRANCH
Designed to make remote work social, Branch.gg is
virtual HQ built by Gen Z gamers based on principles
similar to minecraft, where users can engage in a
video-game like world. Including the ability for users to
walk in and out of conversations just like in real life.

!

KNOW YOUR
REMOTE 2.0
DISTRIBUTED WORK

PRODUCTIVITY
NANNIES
CAVEDAY
With the rise of Remote 2.0
we’ll see a growing business role
for the motivator, productivity
consultant and accountability
group. In the search for
DeepFocus, with CaveDay, you
can buy monthly memberships
or you can drop in for a 3 hour
cave session for $20.

Remote work is a discipline for the individual worker,
but distributed work is a discipline for the entire
organization, which has no centre to work from,
instead becoming a more fluid, liquid organisation.

ASYNC WORK

!

The concept of async work means being able to
work without having to wait for anyone else.
With async you decide when you work, you're
autonomous and the only thing that matters is if
you get your work done.
How much of what you do could be
streamlined in an async way?
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Flares on the Horizon

DIGITAL
NATIVE
LEARNING
→
→
The Next Generation of Work

The term ‘Digital Native’ was coined by author Marc
Prensky to describe a person who has grown up
surrounded by technology and is familiar with the Internet
from an early age.
With this context in mind ‘Digital Native Learning’ is the
next transition of learning from the hybrid approach we’re
currently experiencing to true digital immersion.
In our post-pandemic landscape, we’ve accelerated the
awareness of this learning in both children and adults for
reasons of pure necessity. The hybrid model of Zoom calls
and virtual lessons is clunky and unintuitive. Our next
generation of knowledge seekers will be looking for
innovative products which give them the benefits of
‘physical’ learning, but which don’t require the
physical world, whether learning for your next job,
or your next exam.

$404
BILLION

That’s the estimated size of
the edutech market by 2025.
Holon IQ.
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Flares on the Horizon > Digital Native Learning
While the pandemic has created an
abundance of Zoomed-out passive
watchers, in reaction, digital innovation
has rallied to transform what it means to
learn, accelerating the Edutech market.
Tech such as VR, gaming, AI and Crypto
are infiltrating the education systems,
and pop-up schools on TikTok and
Study Armies are creating a sense of
connection currently lost.
While true digital native learning will
take some time, over the last few years
we’ve seen a rise in investments and
cultural partners move into the space.
These upskilling, schooling and
extra-curricular programmes will begin
to transcend time, locations, and social
status further mobilising education.
However, it’s estimated even in 2025
EdTech and digital expenditure will
only make up 5.5% of the $7.3T
global education market. For this to
increase we’ll have to see significant
benefits of learning digitally over
physical education.

Let’s look at what we’re seeing →

THE STUDY
ARMY

MINECRAFT
UNIVERSITY

After a year of digital exams, with added
pressure and uncertainty and out of the eye
of teachers, many students have turned to
resource websites, auctions and new
technologies to ‘help’ them in their exams.

The Minecraft University is a Minecraft & Discord
server for registered university students to hang out
and learn in. Part support group, part study group and
part entertainment space for a global student body, not
just restricted to one campus.

James Scholz is a youtuber who studies live for 12 hours a
day using the pomodoro technique, everyday hundreds of
thousands of young people log to revise with him, building
a community and connections. His discord channel has
over 9,000 members, with over 10 study rooms in.
The future of digital native learning is facilitating
spaces and communities with culturally relevant
partnerships and by hijacking platforms not just
creating them. What if you could hijack digital
spaces to facilitate learning & community?

!

HOME SCHOOL TO
VIRTUAL SCHOOL
As an evolution of
‘Home-schooling’ for the
digital age, Sora
describes itself as “a live,
accredited, virtual high
school designed to
accelerate your student
toward their wildest
dreams.” With students
choosing their lessons,
teachers, and timetables.

LEARN & EARN
One of the big shifts into digital native
learning will come with the adoption of
Learn and Earn mechanics. Where
previously we had to do one, then another,
now it’s expected for a seemless
intergration of both.

ALMOST 1/3
of university students
thought their current
university courses were
poor or very poor value
Higher Education Policy Institute, 2020

The Next Generation of Work

CHEATING
CONESSUEIRS

A study from Imperial College
London found a near-200%
increase in questions and
answers posted to Chegg’s
homework help section between
April and August 2020.
Similarly a website called
HomeworkForYou.com allows
people to bid and auction papers
in a Fiverr style approach.

A UNIVERSAL
ART SCHOOL
Daisie is a UK startup that has raised £5M to create a
virtual art school, “Today's art schools are expensive,
elitist and tied to physical buildings in just a small
number of cities worldwide” Daisie’s Virtual Art School
is where students can co-create courses, collaborate
and learn anywhere.

1729.com is a platform founded by
angel investor and entrepreneur
Balaji Srinivasan, where members
can create courses and earn, and
complete courses and earn.
The goal of the platform is to create
an open-source, crowdsourced
wikipedia of knowledge through
challenges and gamified learning.
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Flares on the Horizon

THE
GREAT
PAUSE
→
→ →
The Next Generation of Work

We are slowly emerging from The Great Pause. An
s and
inter-Covid moment of reflection for both individual
businesses, a pause which hit society emotionally,
ling
financially, politically and with equal balances of cripp
anxiety and new found freedoms. It’s in this moment
we’ve had (for those lucky enough) the first time to
reassess, measure and challenge the next steps
in our lives.
n
As a result, a new spectrum of career goals has bee
realised, based around our lives, our homes, our
opportunities and society itself. In this time, people
waver towards and away from go-for-it mentalities and
craving job security.
We’re only just beginning to see the consequences
of The Great Pause...

“I can really see it going both
ways, one
way is people saying “I actu
ally want a
nine to five, I want a stable jo
b... that
stability and economic harm
ony, that
doesn’t get talked about as
it’s not very
sexy. The other way is peop
le saying I
could die any minute. I am go
nna do
something that I love, and w
hat you’ll see
is extremes, and not much in
the middle.”

Kian Bukitari, Founder of Th

e People

In the UK, under-35s
accounted for almost
80% of lost jobs in the
past year
Source: Office for National
Statistics
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Flares on the Horizon > The Great Pause
While stats like ‘63% of 16 to
25-year-olds said the pandemic had
left them "always" or "often" feeling
anxious’ show the hard reality Gen Z
have been facing, there is, as always, a
flipside. An opportunity for change.
During The Great Pause, working and
learning remotely has created a wave of
upskilling, and online course provider
Udemy has seen a huge 425% increase
in course enrollments, with courses like
Data Science coming out on top.
It’s also given society a moment to
pause and focus attention on itself. A
recent NUS survey found that 52% of
Gen Z have become more politicised as
a result of the pandemic. Through
increased social media, there has
been time to relearn, unlearn & form
digital bonds in communities not
previously explored.
This Great Pause has also affected
brands and businesses scrambling to
reassess their role in society, their DE&I
action and how to stay relevant in The
Great Pause before moving forward.

Let’s look at what we’re seeing →

ACTIVISM
ON LOCK
In Lockdown with a moment
to get angry, we’ve seen the
voices of Next Gen take to
social platforms as a form of
digital activism.
From TikTok to Twitter we’ve
seen videos highlighting
peaceful protest, K-Pop
Fans mobilising to troll
Trumps Rally, and TikTok
creating a space for LGBTQ+
expression and history in
a digital pride week.
The speed that Next Gen
mobilises will set a precendent for future action.

WORK, LIFE,
PURPOSE
BALANCE
In The Great Pause, without the daily
interactions and distractions, the
monotony of work, home, life, repeat,
has triggered self reflection and a drive
for self purpose.
According to McKinsy, “nearly two-thirds of
US-based employees surveyed said that
COVID-19 has caused them to reflect on their
purpose in life. And nearly half said that they are
reconsidering the kind of work they do because
of the pandemic”
How are you creating purpose for those around you?

The Next Generation of Work

MAKING NUMBERS
IN LOCKDOWN

BRAND NAMES
UNDER FIRE
The most recent Black Lives Matter Movement
has triggered an interrogation into the stories
Brands and Businesses tell for profit.

Without the everyday pressure of education.
Many young creators have had space to turn
their side hustles into real businesses.

Chinatown Market came under fire “The Asian American
community is rightfully demanding all of us think and act more
honestly. We should have done this sooner but it is never too
late to do the right thing,” the brand’s statement said.

Making Numbers is a platform following how creators
from across the world ‘make their numbers’, from Tattoo
artists to fashion designers.

MAKING
THE JUMP

VS

A RECORD NUMBER OF NEW
BUSINESSES CREATED IN 2020
Approximately 407,510 new businesses
were formed during 2020 in the UK.
Office for National Statistics,

There was a 72 percent increase of
rs
16-20-year-olds registering as sole trade
21
between February 2020 and February 20
The Accountancy Partnership, 2021

Higher Education Policy Institute, 2020

SEEKING
SECURITY
More than three-quarters (79%) of
people on furlough were considering
applying for jobs they are overqualified
for, and said they are pessimistic about
the post-pandemic job market.
NTT DATA UK

55%

they would
of 18-34-year-olds said
after the
like to leave the capital
ady
pandemic and are alre
here.
considering living elsew
Vice
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Flares on the Horizon

COLLECTIVE,
WORKS
→
→ → →
→
The Next Generation of Work

In ‘Collective, Works’ we‘re bringing to life
something inherent in human nature, the desire to
co-create with others. Whether it’s squads, tribes
or teams to achieve common goals, ‘Collective,
Works’ innately understands that we can go
further together. Historically, work has been more
profitable with hierarchy, centralisation and
control. Now it’s the technology that allows the
next generation of work to go further with shared
ownership, transparency, and accountability.
This evolution has been made possible by
Blockchain Technology, Cryptcurrency and
DAOs (Decentralised Autonomous Organisations).
This is a new state where member-owned
communities allow like-minded individuals to
connect and when it works, prosper.

“We're gonna see a big, b
ig shift. Most
important of all, the own
ership models
in the economy is going
to change the
way we work, based on
who owns the
means of production... I
mean how
interesting does it becom
e you can have
a collective of creators”
Kian Bukitari, Founder of

The People
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Flares on the Horizon > Collective, Works
In the Collective, works trend, we’ll
feel a far greater sense of community
than ever before, a sense of sharing
more openly via digital means to
co-create culture, future innovations,
concepts and goals.
For both brands and organisations,
this sense of elevated community will
be a key way to stay ahead of
competition in the future. Companies
can no longer buy attention in this
attention economy, and without a
community, brands are nothing.
We’re already seeing Collective Works
prosper through creator DAOs, and
just starting to see how physical and
digital businesses, production houses
and even educational institutions can
start thinking about this approach.
This is a space where community
matters, as everything is built,
operated, funded and owned by its
members, much like the New Creator
Journey, it’s turning members
into investors.

Let’s look at what we’re seeing →

The Next Generation of Work

COLLECTIVE
WRITERS

THE COMMUNITY
MATTERS

EVERY.TO
“Every” is a bundle of business focused
newsletters, co-written by industry
leaders collectively.
“We write analysis and commentary, and we
write from the practitioner’s perspective.”

!

In this new collective works, one of the
innovations we’re seeing is through the
monetisation of collaboration. While big
platforms tip, Mirror.xyz, a decentralised
writing platform has created ‘Splits’

THE DISCORD BOOM
We’ve seen explosive growth of the discord
platform, as a tool to facilitate and mobilise
communities. Discord recently was offered a
$12 billion buy-out from Microsoft.

CREATIVE KITCHENS
“Creative Kitchens” is another example of “a team
of writers exploring modern creative work to help
creators of all kinds rise above the din, and to
illuminate the creative process for the innovators
that will shape it for the future”.

EXIT TO
COMMUNITY

In this next generation of work,
community is more important that
ever. We’ll see innovation and tools
created in order to entertain, grow and
supercharge collective communities.

EVERYONE WINS,
INSTANTLY

THE COMMUNITY GIGSTER

!

What if where you worked was owned by
the community? Exit to Community is a
‘strategy’ creating alternatives for
businesses and startups to eventually sell
out to an E2C instead of an IPO. “It’s a
different kind of story, one that connects
the founders, workers, users, investors,
activists, and friends who have been
trying to feel their way toward a better
kind of startup”
“Its endgame is to be a long-term asset for
its community, co-owned and cogoverned
by those who give it life.”

With platforms like Discord reaching the mainstream,
we’ll see the rise of the community gigster. The
community gigster is someone who is brought in as a
freelancer to moderate and facilitate communities,
groups, or audio sessions.

“Splits is a native feature that lets you route funds
continuously to an unlimited number of Ethereum
addresses, according to a set of percentage allocations
whenever you make revenue”

KNOW YOUR DAO
NEW FUNDING
MODELS
Working towards a common goal, collectives
can have huge potential for crowdfunding
projects and claiming ownership in them.
For example, IDEO has launched the Ideo Founder
Collective, a community of entrepreneurs investing in each
other's
success,
Higher Education
Policy
Institute, 2020via a syndicate DAO. They believe that the
Future of Venture is Community Led.

DAO’s are still in the very early stages of
being defined, in a simple sense they can
be any business which operates without a
centralized entity and instead operates
on governance in a decentralised way.
Linda Xie describes it as “a group organized
around a mission that coordinates through a
shared set of rules enforced on a blockchain”
Over the next few years we’re going to see the
rise of these organisations, and with them, new
expectations of hierachy. How can you think
about the hierachy in what you do differently?

!
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→
→ →
NAVIGATING
THE FUTURE
→

Now we’ve explored some of the
Tailwinds in The Next Generation of
Work, it’s important to consider what
we can use to navigate them.
In this section we’ll briefly explore
some What if’s and introduce our
internal initiative ‘The Dragon's Lair’.

WHY WHAT-IFS?
To push our Tailwinds further we use
What-ifs, this is a practice long
established in design, creativity and
innovation spaces, the question which
becomes a tool of the curious, a tool for
transformation and discovery.
We believe that using What-ifs for brands
and businesses when appropriate is the
chance to create something truly
innovative and engaging for their
audiences. It’s about understanding
trends and how consumers sit on the
curve of innovation, that can gives brands
a chance to lead the conversation.
Every What-if can become a powerful
trigger, a trigger that combines complex
concepts and theories together, laying a
mental path for brands to create
campaigns and products.
Let’s see What-ifs we’re thinking about...

The Next Generation of Work
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Navigating the Future

→ REMOTE 2.0
Ask yourself...
→ What-if you rewarded not turning up
everyday?
→ What-if you spent the money saved on a
remote workforce, back into benefitting
your workers?
→ What-if you created a ‘third space’,
partnering with local coffee shops to your
workers and a tab on your business?
→ What-if Remote 2.0 accelerated people
leaving and joining companies, how would
this making hiring more transient?
→ What-if you recreated your workplace in
a digital realm?
→ What-if you created a 2 hour window for
deep focus, where no one can arrange
work calls?
→What-if you changed the narrative from
‘Work From Home’ being rare to ‘Work
From Office’ being rare?

The Next Generation of Work

→ DIGITAL
NATIVE LEARNING

→ THE GREAT
PAUSE

Ask yourself...
Ask yourself...

Ask yourself...

→ What-if digital native learners used
AI to plan their timetables based on
their moods?
→ What-if a gamifying digital native
learning led to new expectations from
work? What would they be?
→ What-if you could go to school
everyday in Roblox?
→ What-if you could learn and earn
mechanics replaced internships, with a
basic salary and then additions for
tasks?
→ What-if you never met your teachers in
real life, What-if they were virtual?
→ What-if you could build a study army
community for your practice?

→ What-if you had to subject your brand
name to the ASA to make sure it’s not
false advertising?
→What-if you facilitated your employees
side hustles into real businesses?
→What-if a newly politicised generation
shifted transparency and workplace
politics expectations?
→What-if you supported individual
purpose and not just company purpose?
→What-if you paused to scout up and
coming talent created in The Great
Pause?

→ COLLECTIVE,
WORKS
Ask yourself...

→ What-if you created a collective to

launch a limited edition product, and
then dissolved it?

→ What-if your agency had only 3
permanent staff?

→ What-if your brand was going to Exit to
Community? How would you change
what you do everyday?

→ What-if an agency paid all its clients
whenever it won a new pitch?

→ What-if you worked with Next Gen
Squads on a freelance basis?

→What-if in an 9 hour day you
purposefully paused for 2?

→ What-if LinkedIn & TikTok were
academically accredited?
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WHAT WE DO

HERE BE
DRAGONS
WE ARE A LONDON-BASED, GLOBALLY
CONNECTED CREATIVE
COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY.
IN A WORLD OF CONSTANT CHANGE,
WE BELIEVE EARNED MEDIA IS THE
MOST POWERFUL & RESILIENT
CHANNEL TO TELL OUR CLIENT’S
BRAND STORIES. HOW WE GET THERE
IS DOWN TO THE BEAUTY OF THE
COURSE WE CHART TOGETHER.

ARE YOU READY FOR CHANGE?

OUR AGENCY & STUDIO

→ PR & PRESS OFFICE
→ BRAND STRATEGY
→ SOCIAL MEDIA
→ DIGITAL PR & SEO
→ EXPERIENTIAL & MEDIA
→ TAILWINDS & FORESIGHT
→ CREATIVE CAMPAIGNS
→ DIGITAL & BRAND DESIGN
→ CONTENT PRODUCTION

3 BILLBOARDS
JUSTICE4GRENFELL
Our approach, developed in partnership with BBH, was
simple: to hijack the media attention being given to this
film by creating our own Three Billboards Outside
Grenfell Tower, London. We strategically mapped PR to
create the most impact with news outlets throughout
the day generating 6.5 billion impressions.

DIFFERENT IN
THE DARK

KOPPARBERG
To launch KOPPARBERG Dark Fruit Spiced Rum, London
rapper and creative, Kojey Radical, created a
limited-edition line of t-shirts inspired by the new drink.
Available on Everpress, t-shirt profits went directly to the
Music Venue Trust. Featured on LADBible, Guap and Metro.

HELPLINE
IN LIGHTS

BLACK FRIDAY
STORE
GIFFGAFF

SEE MORE AT:

→ INSTAGRAM
→ CREATIVE BRIEF
→ WEBSITE

HERE BE DRAGONS

We hijacked Black Friday by creating a pop-up
shop in Seven Dials, Covent Garden, with a big
difference. Nothing was for sale.

RIDE & RAVE
BEAVERTOWN BREWERY

Over the bank holiday weekend Beavertown launched the
first ever travelling music festival, 'Ride & Rave', headlined
by Dom Whiting to bring epic tunes and summer vibes
to parks across London. The activity received coverage
across national and consumer lifestyle titles as well
social media’

REFUGE
On International Women’s Day, Refuge launched
their National Domestic Abuse Helpline campaign in
Piccadilly Lights - with the support of high-profile
women like Olivia Colman and Lorraine Kelly, who
changed their Twitter handles to the helpline
number to generate awareness.
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Find more at:
www.herebedragons.co

